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Desmond (CEA Reg No.: R052185C) and Jackson (CEA Reg No.: R051701E) are 
founders of CityLiving Singapore, a boutique Real Estate Consultancy that is highly active 
and well versed in the City Fringe and Central Business District properties in Singapore. 
Proficient in handling clients' high network real estate portfolios, they have helped many 
seasoned investors including foreign investors, HDB upgraders, En-Bloc Owners reinvest 
into High potential Real estate portfolios in Singapore.

Always acting with their clients’ interest at heart and are always available on hand to 
provide their clients with investment advice and guidance, Desmond and Jackson have 
achieved numerous awards and accolades. Over the years, they have gone above and 
beyond to help their clients attained their dream home and positive asset investment.
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Key Takeaway
For Property Investors
During the course of their interactions with clients, Desmond and Jackson have been 
posed with this question consistently, “Why Should We Buy Properties Now?”

The clients have listed a number of concerns that seem to negate the purchase of 
properties now. Among the concerns listed by clients are that there is more supply in the 
pipeline for real estate, the impact of lower rental income, the rising interest rate trend 
and higher stamp duties. 

While these are valid concerns that have been brought by clients, we need to fully 
comprehend the extent of these concerns. In addition, we need to factor in a number of 
aspects that substantially increase the need to purchase a property now, as if we 
continue to wait, the prices are potentially going to increase.

Therefore, the dynamic duo who founded CityLiving Singapore, have decided to pen 
their responses in an comprehensive and informative 2 part e-book series for their 
clients. This e-book series will address the aspects of the Singapore real estate industry 
that substantiates the need to purchase a property now.

Hence, clients will be able to benefit from the knowledge and research of CityLiving 
Singapore as they continue to add value to clients through their commitment to client 
empowerment. As such, clients can confidently make an informed decision for one of 
their biggest investments.

Happy Reading!
Desmond & Jackson

CityLiving Singapore sincerely hopes that you enjoy and are able to extract the value 
from the e-book series. We are excited to share more on the current real estate trends 
and provide a customised solution for your real estate portfolio, be it for own stay or 
investment.
Feel free to call Desmond at 9438 7959 or Jackson at 86133830.
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WHY
Are People Still Buying Properties?

There have been concerns from property buyers and investors on the direction of 
Singapore’s real estate market in 2019. The question that has been commonly heard is 
“Why Should We Buy Properties Now?”.

The response from clients why they asked the question has been that there is an increase 
in supply of private condominiums in 2019, lower rental income, the rising interest rate 
trend and higher stamp duties.

However, we have to take a macro view of the real estate market in Singapore before 
coming to an accurate conclusion on the direction of the real estate market in Singapore. 
There are a number of aspects that need to be taken in context, which will enable us to 
understand the dynamic Singapore real estate market.

Let’s go address these concerns and we can understand why are people still buying 
properties in Singapore.
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Based on the calcultions for rental income, we are incurring a monthly cost of $2,100 on 
the property, regardless if it is rented out. If it is rented out for $2,500 a month, we are 
able to achieve a nett rental gain of $400 a month. Hence, there is a substantial impact 
to the rental gain from the monthly cost, which has caused the nett rental gain to be 
reduced.

Now, let’s switch our investor mindset from rental income to capital appreciation, with 
a 3 year investment return window for our comparison. 

To achieve this, we will need to purchase a unit from a new launch condominium project 
to maximise our potential. Some of the reasons are to keep our cost substantially lower 
through receiving direct developer discounts, lower interest payments (a result of the 
progessive payments), no payment for maintence and property tax as we await the 
completion of the project.

The charts above depict the price movements at 2 99-year leasehold resale 
condominiums, The Quartz at Compassvale Bow and Double Bay Residences at Simei 
Street 4, over a 10 year period. We can see after an initial ascend in the prices for both 
condominiums, they were followed by a period of stagnant growth. 
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Many property investors have indicated that rental returns have decreased and the yield 
is not attractive. This is especially the case when investors have purchased resale private 
condominiums and rented the unit for rental income. 

The illustrations on the next page determine how we derive rental income from a resale 
private condominium and potential capital appreciation from a new launch condominium.

Trend 1: Lower Rental Returns
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From the capital appreciation illustration above, we can potentially enjoy returns of 
$100,000 to $200,000 from selling a new launch condominium in 3 years upon purchase. 

However, if we were to have the rental return mindset, we would have had a lower gain 
of $400 x 36 months = $14,400.

There is a substantial difference in the 2 investment mindsets as depicted above. Hence, 
many property investors are selecting the capital appreciation model now as the 
investor targeting capital appreciation has benefited more than the investor targeting 
rental income.

New Launch Condominium Resale Condominium

Property Purchase Price: $1,000,000
Monthly Outgoings:

Targeting Capital Appreciation Targeting Rental Gain

Slow Moving Capital Appreciation

Interest On Loan

Maintenance

Property tax

Total Monthly Cost 

$1,600

$300

$200

$2,100

$2,500 Rental

$400 Nett Rental Gain

Property Purchase Price: $1,000,000
Monthly Outgoings (For the first 3 years):

2

Interest On Loan

Maintenance

Property tax

Total Monthly Cost

< $1.2K

< $1.2K

$0

$0

$1.1M to $1.2M Targeted Sales Price

$100K ~ $200K Capital Appreciation
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Let’s go through actual transactions for 2 developments as per illustrations below. Clear 
presentation of the data with the purchase and sale amounts, dates and the profits are 
displayed for each address. Hence, these transactions depict the benefits of purchasing a 
private condominium unit from a new launch and thereafter selling the unit after about 
3 to 4 years.
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Trend 2: New Launch Vs Resale



Another concern among clients is the rising interest rate environment. Yes, the interest 
rates have been gradually increasing, however, based on the last 4 out of 5 interest rate 
increases, the prices of real estate increase and by a higher margin.

We can see that in the last interest rate increase period of 2004 to 2007, the property 
prices increased by 42%. For the period before that, which was 2003 to 2006, there was 
an increase of 8% in property prices. The 1999 to 2000 period also witnessed an increase 
of 13% in the prices of properties. 

However, the period which saw a decline of 11% in property prices was from 1996 to 
1997, which was due to the severe impact of the Asian financial crisis. This was so as the 
Federal Reserve began to hike interest rates, foreign investments in Asia dried up, hence, 
causing financial contagion in Asian economies including Singapore.

Therefore, based on past indications, the current increase in interest rates could very 
well bring about a overall increase in property prices.

Let’s look at the chart, as below, which depicts the rise in home prices in the last 4 out 
of 5 interest rate hikes. 

WHY
Are People Still Buying Properties?
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Trend 3: Rising Interest Rates
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Clients have indicated that higher stamp duties should reduce the purchasing of 
properties in Singapore. However, we need to analyse and understand the macro 
environment before arriving at an accurate conclusion on the effect of higher stamp 
duties.

In the latest Singapore Budget 2019, Finance Minister shared that Property taxes work 
better than levies on the net worth, inheritance, thus it is unlikely that additional stamp 
duties will be remove in the near future.

In addition, we need to take into account that given that foreign investors are required 
to pay higher stamp duties than Singaporean and PR.

Even though, Singapore has increased the stamp duties for all classes of buyers, we need 
to take into account that leveling of taxation costs overseas for foreign investors make 
Singapore an attractive investment destination vs other Asian Cities.

Let’s refer to the chart as above, which shows the stamp duty and its increase for 
overseas buyers of real estate in major global economies. We can see that Hong Kong 
has the highest stamp duty for foreign buyers at 30% with London and Vancouver at 15%. 
Hence, this levelling of taxation on foreign buyers increases the appeal for investments in 
Singapore real estate.
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The 2018 Straits Times article as above indicates the return of foreign buyers to 
Singapore real estate.  According to the article, the majority of foreign property buyers 
in 2017 were the mainland Chinese, which was also the case during the market recovery 
in 2009.
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We can deduce that Singapore’s residential property price index is ranked the lowest 
among all the indices at a level of 102, whereas New Zealand is ranked at the highest at 
195 with Hong Kong a close second at 183.

An interesting point to note is that despite the cooling measures in July 2018, where 
there was a lower loan to value ratio and higher Additional Buyer Stamp Duty (ABSD), 
Singapore’s index increased.

Furthermore, a closer analysis of Singapore’s index reveals that the downtrend from the 
second half of 2013 to the first half of 2017 has been reversed to an upward movement 
from the second half 2017.

Let’s have go through some facts that have encouraged an increase in foreign investment. 
With reference to the illustration as below, we are able to view the Residential Property 
Price Indices across Asian and global powerhouses.
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Trend 5: Singapore vs Global Properties



Kim  

"As a first time property buyer, I was pretty worried if I could really afford a private 
property. Desmond & Jackson were really sincere as they patiently went through the 
financial assessment, as well as the entire purchase process.

This made me confident on the purchase as their detailed planning even allows me to 
have a healthy amount of reserve funds. It provided me with a lot of confidence to make 
the move to grow my wealth and it's like a dream come true for me. 

Will definitely recommend them to my family & friends! "

Testimonials
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Mr & Ms Tan
   

My husband & I were on a property hunt for quite some time. We gathered many different 
opinions from many real estate agents during the search but none of their recommendations 
seemed right for us, or I guess we were not really convinced. 
 
Just about when we were about to give up the search, we were referred to Desmond & 
Jackson via a close friend.  We were pretty impressed by their knowledge and recommendations 
as they ran through facts and figures and advised us against buying with emotion as we were 
initially looking out for a unit in a prime location that has amazing views. 
 
After the informative session, we realized that there are still good opportunities in the market 
and soon committed to our first investment property with these 2 great lads.  We are very 
pleased with the experience and believe we are on the right track of wealth building! 

Testimonials
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Mr & Mrs Chng 

"My wife & I were very pleased on Desmond & Jackson's professionalism and remarkable 
efforts for both the sale and purchase of our homes.  They were really patient and did 
not rush into concluding both the sale and purchase.  We were ready to accept an offer 
from a prospective buyer but they kindly advised us to hold for a better price and we 
eventually managed to fetch a price of $100,000 higher just a few weeks later!
 
They also spent time and effort to draw up different proposals specifically designed 
to cater to our needs. With their detailed planning, both of us really had peace of mind 
and it turned out to be a really smooth transition.  Thumbs up!"

Testimonials
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We hope that you enjoyed the read and the contents were insightful. 
Moreover, with the information shared in the e-book, we believe that 
you would have gathered a clearer picture of the Singapore real 
estate market. To discover the opportunities available for you, 
contact us for a customised anaylsis and discussion without any 
obligations.

Please feel free to contact us

www.facebook.com/cityliving.singapore.89

What you can expect from our DISCUSSION:

Latest ANALYSIS of the property market

Important factors to consider BEFORE purchasing a property for
 residence or investment 

Detailed financial analysis to UNDERSTAND how to manage your 
property financing

A comprehensive ASSET PROGRESSION plan, to build your real estate
portfolio conservatively

Fatal Mistakes to avoid for your next property purchase 

CEA Reg No.: R052185C

9438 7959

Desmond
CEA Reg No.: R051701E

Jackson

8613 3830

Contact Us 
For Part 2
Of The
Series!




